Abstract. Ukrainian Land Cadastre has a special place in cadastral ecosystem of the country since Land Cadastre is the primary source of information for other cadastres. Ukrainian Land Cadastre is an implementation of the specific GIS, known as LIS (Land Information Systems). However, such a huge mechanism cannot work without appropriately defined basic components. One of the components is a cadastral exchange file. Thus the definition and quality on the Ukrainian cadastral exchange file becomes very important. This study describes the historical path of the Ukrainian cadastral exchange file, reveals benefits and disadvantages of the cadastral exchange file of the new format based on XML, as well as hidden and unused functionality that potentially could be used in future. To achieve the goal, the following tasks were set: to follow the path of development and formation of the old IN4 format in Ukraine; to define XML functionality; to characterize the cadastral exchange file of a new format based on XML. Given the historical aspects of the development of the Ukrainian cadastral exchange file, the following should be noted: IN4 format is based on INI format; IN4 realizes a simple vector model for describing geometry; a cadastral exchange file should be considered as the file implemented using the cadastral exchange file markup language; the cadastral exchange file implements a topological model; the XML-based cadastral exchange file uses an object-oriented approach to describe complex structured information.
Introduction
The development of modern land use needs more technological support, and the land register as any large-scale project requires automation of a large part of the manual work. That is a mechanism which will provide the opportunity to view, search, interact with the data in addition to data accumulation. It will have the opportunity to organize network access and control information access policy, the mechanism for generating documentation and much more. The mechanism has been implemented by means of geoinformation systems and technologies (GIS).
An automated system of the state land cadastre of Ukraine could be considered as an analogue of the widely deployed GIS for land management. An important feature of this kind of GIS is the implementation of a large number of automated processes, including registration process of land parcels, their inclusion in the state land cadastre database, the automated formation of paper documents and reports, the generation of cartographic and planned materials, spatial modelling and spatial analysis, the detection of hidden spatial patterns, monitoring of the environment, etc.
Given the specificity of such geographic information systems and their special tools, it is appropriate to classify them as land information systems (LIS). Implementation of the LIS in practice on the territory of Ukraine is functionally expressed in the land cadastre. As it is known, the land cadastre among other cadastres has a special and fundamental place because land cadastre is the primary source and the source of basic information for other cadastres. In particular, the land cadastre is the basis for [23]:
• cadastre of water resources; • cadastre of natural plant resources;
• cadastre of resources of the animal world;
• cadastre of natural therapeutic resources; • cadastre of mineral resources, minerals, manifestations, and minerals of man-made deposits; • cadastre of forest resources [14] However, land cadastre, LIS and GIS, in general, use only the platform for implementation of a variety of tools for solving land management issues. By itself, the tool is not able to solve all diversity of functions assigned to it without the existence and functioning of an ecosystem of technological, normative and methodological levels. In particular, one of such levels can be considered to be the basis of electronic document flow of land cadastre, i.e., cadastral exchange file.
As the cadastral exchange file is important in the cadastral system of Ukraine, consideration of its features and the process of its formation is of crucial importance. This study describes the historical path of the Ukrainian cadastral exchange file and points at benefits and disadvantages of the cadastral exchange file of the new format based on XML, reveals hidden and unused functionality that potentially could be used in future. To achieve the goal, the following tasks were set: to follow the path of development and 
Methodology of research and materials

IN4 cadastral exchange file format
According to [25] , the exchange file is a unified structure of the land cadastre data containing the results of the performed land management activities in electronic form intended to unify the land cadastral data on the land plot or their collection in electronic form and contains: metric, semantic and service information. An important feature of the IN4 format is that it is presented as a text file in ASCII codes using code Each structural block of the land cadastre data contains lines with a fixed number of structural fields of metric information (rectangular coordinates in the Gauss-Kruger projection) and semantic (attributive) information of the cadastral unit. Each line (tag) begins with the keyword (descriptor) connected by the symbol "=" (equality sign) with the string containing the fields of land cadastral data. As a delimiter of the line fields and the end of the line, the character "," (comma) is used. The absence of the "," (comma) symbol at the end of the line indicates the completion of the land-cadastral data transfer to the block [25] .
The data of the strings of semantic information is limited to the character """(the quotes are the ASCII character code 034). The data of the lines of metric information are not limited by the """ character (quotes). When the metric information is taken as a delimiter of the whole and fractional part of the number, the symbol "." is used (point). If the semantic information contains a character ""''(quotes), for example, in the proper name of the subject of the land relations, then the "\" (slash) is inserted before the quotes. The "#" (hash) symbol at the beginning of the line converts the string to comment [25] This approach allows to save a set of characters that better describe the data in the file and are ignored by the program that processes the file.
XML basics
XML (Extensible Markup Language) describes a class of data objects called documents, and briefly describes the mechanization of document processing using computer programs. An XML document consists of container elements that are called entities. The markup in the document serves as a description of the document itself and the logical structure. Also, XML provides a mechanism for imposing restrictions on the storage scheme and the logical structure. XML also includes a program module called the XML processor used to read documents, search data, access the structure [2, p. 1].
In general, an XML document contains one or more elements, each of which is marked with an initial and a final tag, or in the case of a blank element, an empty tag. Each element has a type defined by its name, called the "base identifier," and may contain a set of non-mandatory attributes [2, p. 14] .
Often it is possible to find the "XML document", "XML technology", "XML document". However, what is actually XML is? At the first level, XML is a protocol for storing and managing information. At the next level, this is a family of technologies that can help to do everything from document execution to data filtering. At the highest level this is the philosophy of information processing, the purpose of which is to ensure the maximum benefit and flexibility of the data by providing them with the purest and structured form [6, p. 13] .
It would be nice to remember that single name (XML) contains simultaneously many related values, which often leads to confusion. Regardless the name itself, XML is not a markup language: it is a set of rules for creating a markup languages [6, p. 13].
As mentioned above, XML represents a whole set of technologies that work closely with each other. In the author's opinion, it is the excellent workflow and the number of these technologies that allows you to store XML in the first positions, since it is not the only representative of the markup languages, which can be attributed to JSON Schema [13] . Checking and generating new, simpler documents such as JSON or YAML, is gaining popularity [28] , but the most advanced set of technologies in XML tools leaves it at the forefront. According to [31] , the tools contained in XML are shown in the Figure 1 .
When storing a large amount of data using XML, it is important to pay attention to the exact place that holds among the data models. This question becomes extremely important if we consider XML not as a International Scientific Conference "RESEARCH FOR ENVIRONMENT AND CIVIL ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT 17" Proceedings "CIVIL ENGINEERING`17" _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 86 mechanism for describing data but as a means of preserving it. This is confirmed by a number of sources [16, 1, 32] . In the author's opinion, the consideration of XML really becomes a data storage system, since this interpretation is due to the developed set of technologies that offers XML [1] .
Fig. 1. XML components
Given the use of XML on the territory of Ukraine in the field of cadastre, it, first of all, should be considered as a means of describing the complex structured information, and only then as mechanics of its preservation. In the author's opinion, this approach justifies the use of just XML, but not other similar technologies.
Discussions and results
IN4 structure features
Given the types of attribute information that can be used to implement this data format, it is worthwhile to elaborate on how data types display end attributes, that is, the preservation of certain specific information.
IN4 offers the following implementation of attribute data on the basis of numeric and string types: The large amount of data stored in IN4 by its very nature is not atomic data, but they are a collection of data. It is this type of string attributes can be classified as denormalized. Figure 3 demonstrates how a group of data that can represent several independent attributes are combined into one. This approach eliminates the flexibility of access to information, and makes a detailed search complicated. Also, some of the attributes partly adhere to the atomicity of the data but retain them in a clearly defined sequence: The disadvantage of the approach in Figure 4 is the positionality of parts of the attribute field, which makes filling and the presence of a special notation to fill in empty fields (""") complicated. Also, it should be noted that not all parts of the attribute field observe atomicity. So, for example, a town and a street also contain information about the type of settlement and type of street. The types of attribute string fields that may contain multiple attributes in a row can be attributed to the variational attributes. The feature of this kind of attributes is that they can contain one mentioning of attribute values or several. Compositional attribute fields can be attributed to the last type of attributes. That is, the line of metric information is responsible for preserving the spatial description of the object. In spite of the fact that there are several keys at the same time, this record representing the same line in the file is one and indivisible attribute.
Another feature of representing spatial information by IN4 locks is the use of a spaghetti model. This can clearly be metric information of the exchange file: 
Historical prerequisites for the formation of IN4
Despite rather narrow specialization of this format and the limited scope of application, which can be attributed to the territory of Ukraine, when applying [27, c. 20 ], the GBD file is a character and is created in the form of delimited keywords, where the character "#" converts the file's record into a comment.
Indeed, the similarity of the formats IN4 and GBD, in terms of preserving geometry, is unprincipled. For the format, for example, the continuation of the spatial information [12, p. 268] completely corresponds to the format adapted for the territory of Ukraine:
As you can see in Figure 8 , the field of information about the GBD format almost completely repeats the form of recording metric information of the IN4 cadastral file. That is, it is possible to clearly state the origins of the IN4 format from the InventGrad system and origins of the adapted IN4 format for the land cadastre of Ukraine from GBD format. However, from the mentioned above and considering the name of the IN4 format, it is possible to try to make a deeper analogy of this family of formats (GBD and IN4) with previously existing data formats, namely, the format of the configuration files -INI. The sources of GBD and IN4 formats in the INI format indicate a number of links, namely:
• string is an attribute; • the attribute is described by the key-value type token, where the separator is the "=" sign; • attributes can be numeric and string (data limited by pins """); • character "," as a delimiter of several values; • the possibility of using independent data blocks; • character as a comment; • non-fixed formats;
• file encoding; • other. Obviously, due to the lack of clarity of the INI format and the lack of its specification, [8] variations in its implementations may be somewhat different. This applies to which character will be used as a comment, or if one wants to use the characters """ as a metric for string attributes, but overall, the syntax remains the same. For the best analogy between INI and IN4 (GDB), it necessary give an example [7] : As it can be seen in Figure 9 , the configuration file contains logical blocks (elements in square brackets), similarly as in the IN4 representing the layers. This assumption is supported by the popularity of parser programs that can read the INI syntax for many programming languages. A part of the test file IN4 when reading a parser is shown in Fig 10. # point data in GBD # P,N =T12 ,FL=2 ,CD=0 ,LC=5 ,X=64797.60 ,Y=46362. 16 An error was received because the blocks, which in this case are presented as BL and SR, are not properly formatted, but the file is presented as a file. We receive a complete IN4 file that is designed in accordance with the requirements of INI. However, due to the compositional nature of the metric attributes, it is worth noting that they can be flashed as an INI file, since at the base level it returns all values as the single string attribute. In view of this, in the author's opinion, it is possible to speak about the presence of the INI format in IN4 format. The developed technology is shown in Figure 12 . It is also worth adding that the name of the format may lead to misunderstanding due to the lack of detailed information. In particular, there is the so-called IN5 [18, p. 172 ] format, which is called the new format of an XML-based cadastral file.
Therefore, in the author's opinion, it is important to note how exactly consider the file extension IN4. Due to the expansion of .info [9, 11] and .inf [17] , however, with the need to keep a file association as informational, an unofficial approach was used to replace associative words with numbers. Therefore, IN4 should be pronounced as IN(in)4(four) or info. It can also be assumed that the digit at the end of the extension indicates a generation or version of the format, where "IN" indicates the use of the INI format as the base one, and "4" indicates versatility. However, even in this case, the IN4 has not undergone any changes and improvements to the release of the fifth generation since it was replaced by a new implementation that uses XML technology as a base.
However, due to the lack of IN1, IN2, and IN3, the version approach mentioned above seems to be ineffective. Therefore, in the author's opinion, IN4 should be considered as a file containing information or as info(IN4).
Features of the XML-based cadastral exchange file structure
With the introduction of a new cadastral exchange file, based on XML, document filling and the approach to document creation, significant changes have taken place.
By analogy with IN4, here, in addition to preserving the information itself, the logical sections of the information appear and join them into groups. However, it should be noted that the formats are strikingly different in nature, and making any direct analogies, in the author's opinion, are inappropriate.
However, comparing the form of preservation of information made for mechanism format deserves attention. Since, in the author's opinion, the very complex nature of cadastral information has led to a change in technology.
An important feature of the new cadastral exchange file is that it is the same as other XMLbased formats, of which you can often refer to the most commonly used ones: It is not just the format of the document but the entire markup language. So by means of analogy one can clearly state that the cadastral file is the result of the generated document executed using the cadastral exchange file markup language.
Since any language that uses XML must have a file schema, that is, a set of rules, then the cadastral exchange file markup language should have it. Consequently, the Digitals software contains a schema file called "IN4XMLSchema.xsd". This file can be considered as a file description of the rules for cadastral exchange file markup language.
As it was described before, XML is a relevant mechanism for describing complex structured information and for reproducing the object nature of data. Despite the fact that interrelations between data in XML are formed by inserting one node in another, one can assume that in this case the data has a treelike structure, however, the elements of the tree that are repeated or can be repeated in a constant form, in fact, also transform a set of node trees into objects, because it is necessary to perform a formal description by modulating the document, which will answer the question correctly whether it is executed or not. It is obvious that describing the entire document by a scheme without its logical division into a subset is not convenient and generally leads to the complexity of supporting such schemes. Therefore, in the author's opinion, it is necessary to allocate components of the scheme which should be considered as objects. Objects in the author's interpretation are XML Schema components that can be represented using the XML Schema terminology exclusively by the end-node XML document (xsd: element), which can consist of both simple (xsd: simpleType) and complex (xsd: complexType) types for describing nested nodes, their attributes, and interrelationships between them. An object is a container for storage of structured information.
This approach, in the author's opinion, is suitable to work better with documents executed using XML and cadastral files, in particular. This method allows us to assess the level of implementation of the technological potential of the XML object mapping in the cadastral exchange file markup language. However, it should be noted that this approach is implemented in the language of markup cadastral files of the first generation exchange only partially.
Consequently, the problem of structured information cadastral exchange files that are implemented using XML technology is solved by presenting this information in the form of objects.
So, for example, a block of information about the address is implemented as a structure and has the form: It is also worth noting that the usual division of information into groups using layers that can be found when generating cadastral exchange file using Digitals software is absent in the structure of the cadastral file executed using XML. In contrast, IN4 stores data belonging to the layer consistently. It should be noted that the vivid example of this is the mechanism of spatial information preservation, since it is a component that more closely distinguishes the process of storing XML data from the approach of storing IN4 data. As can be seen from the representation of a simple vector model, the deductions in XML are presented. In contrast to the spaghetti model, the topological model is taken. It is important to note that the analogue of the linear-node topology is used here.
The POLYVRT model is based on the fact that "PL" is an analogue of the chain and may contain several points, which in particular is confirmed by the data schema "IN4XMLSchema.xsd": The number of elements "P" can vary from a range of 2 to infinity. However, an axial element is only half way to determine the ultimate geometry of the object, since there is no data which particular polyline belong to the object. The above data is included without restriction in the data group of a particular object, and has the form. The Figure 16 displays the assignment of the previously defined polylines of the object. It is worth noting that this is a realization of the polygonallinear topology. 
Conclusions and proposals
During the transition from IN4 to XML, the recompilation of the information on which the cadastral system in Ukraine works was carried out. In particular, an attempt was made to get closer to the structure of information and its preservation by means of a cadastral file. However, in general, the data structure remained open and required the finalization.
Given the historical aspects of the development of the Ukrainian cadastral exchange file, the following should be noted: • The IN4 format was based on the INI format; • IN4 realized a simple vector model for describing geometry; • XML-based cadastral exchange file should be considered as file implemented using the cadastral exchange file markup language; <MetricInfo> <PointInfo> <Point> <UIDP>1</UIDP> <DeterminationMethod> <GPS/> </ DeterminationMethod> <PN>−</PN> <X>6 4 . 8 0 4</X> <Y>5 9 . 9 6 7</Y> <MX>1 0 . 0 0</MX> <MY>1 0 . 0 0</MY> <Description>−</ Description> </Point> ... </PointInfo> <Polyline> <PL> <ULID>1</ULID> <Points> <P>2</P> <P>3</P> </Points> <Length>2 0 . 4 6</ Length> </PL> ... </Polyline> </MetricInfo> <xsd:element name="P" type=" xsd:int " minOccurs=" 2 " maxOccurs=" unbounded " default=" 0 "> <Externals> <Boundary> <Lines> <Line> <ULID>−1</ULID> </Line> <Line> <ULID>−1</ULID> </Line> </Lines> <Closed>true</Closed> </Boundary> </Externals> International Scientific Conference "RESEARCH FOR ENVIRONMENT AND CIVIL ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT 17" Proceedings "CIVIL ENGINEERING`17" _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 92
• XML-based cadastral exchange file implemented a topological model; • XML-based cadastral exchange file used an object-oriented approach to describe complex structured information. Given the potential for using XML in the implementation of the cadastral exchange file, it is necessary to perform:
• object description of complex structured data requires a major revision; • the cadastral exchange file markup language needs to be defined as such and fixed in the legal field.
